
Introducing the Unit Engineering 
Design Challenge
Grade Level 6-8

BACKGROUND

LEARNING OBJECTIVES Students will…

• Recognize the engineering design process as a tool for creating
and improving solutions to real-world problems

• Outline the criteria and constraints of the unit engineering
design challenge

• Break down the complex challenge into more manageable parts
by brainstorming questions for future research

MATERIALS
• Engineering design process diagram

• Student worksheets or science journal

• Computer with internet access

OVERVIEW The challenge of sustainably producing agricultural
goods on a global scale can be an overwhelming issue for students 
to consider. In addition, testing sustainable practices can be difficult 
or impossible for them to do on a large scale due to time and space 
considerations. 

This lesson introduces a unit design challenge which allows students 
to design, build, and test a small-scale sustainable growing system 
that is productive, wisely uses limited resources, and considers 
environmental quality. To embark on this challenge, students will 
engage in the engineering design process (involving the steps: Ask, 
Research, Imagine, Plan, Create, Test, and Improve).

ESTIMATED TIME
One, 50-minute class periods

KEY STEM IDEAS
• The engineering design process provides a framework for
designing, testing, and refining solutions to real-world problems.

• A key step in designing a solution is defining the criteria and
constraints of a design task.

ESSENTIAL LINKS 
Information on preparing to grow Wisconsin Fast Plants: 
https://fastplants.org/grow-fast-plants-2/preparation/

Engineering design process diagram:  
https://www.teachengineering.org/content/documents/TE_EDPFlyer_8.5x11.pdf 

Video describing the Engineering Design Process from teachengineering.org: https://youtu.be/b0ISWaNoz-c

VOCABULARY
Engineering design process: an iterative 
process consisting of a series of steps that 
engineers use to come up with a solution 
to a problem

Criteria: requirements for an engineering 
design, what a design needs to do in order 
to be successful

Constraints: limitations to an engineering 
design

SOURCES/CREDITS 
Engineering Design Process diagram 
from www.teachengineering.org
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BEFORE GETTING STARTED 
• Make copies of the engineering design process (1 per student).

• Review information on preparing to grow Wisconsin Fast Plants,
https://fastplants.org/grow-fast-plants-2/preparation/
and make gather and assemble all necessary materials.

□ If using Wisconsin Fast Plants, decide which variety (or varieties) students will be planting and purchase
seeds

□ Gather additional necessary supplies (plastic containers, liquid or pellet fertilizer, potting mix or other
planting medium, wicking material, bamboo stakes and twist ties to keep plants upright, etc.)

□ If using grow lights, build or purchase several 24-hour fluorescent or LED lighting systems with enough
space under the lights for each student to place their growing system.

• Determine constraints of the challenge (limited time or cost, limited water, limited construction materials,
limited size of their growing system, maximum amount of fertilizer or # of seeds they will be given, etc.)
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5 minutes

What is engineering design? 
How can the engineering design 
process be used to solve a 
sustainable agriculture problem?

1. Explain to students that they will be given an engineering design
challenge.

2. Discuss as a whole class:
“What is engineering? What do engineers do?”

3. Watch the following video introducing the engineering design
process from teachengineering.org: https://youtu.be/b0ISWaNoz-c

4. Provide students with a diagram of the engineering design process
highlighted in the video (or another diagram of your choosing):
https://www.teachengineering.org/content/documents/TE_
EDPFlyer_8.5x11.pdf

5. Discuss how this process is tool engineers use to create and
improve solutions to real world problem. Highlight the following:

• Engineers are creative problem solvers.

• Overcoming failure is usually part of the engineering process
and even successful designs can be made better.

• Steps in the engineering design process can be repeated again
and again to refine and improve a single idea.
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Guiding Questions
How do uncertain events in weather and markets affect farming decisions?

5 minutes

Introduce the unit engineering 
design challenge and teacher-
imposed constraints on the 
challenge

6. Introduce the unit design challenge:
• Design and build a growing system that can support growth of

a productive “crop” while responsibly limit use of resources and
conserve environmental health in the system.

• Have students record this challenge in their science journals.

7. Present students with additional instructions based on availability
of time, materials, resources, etc. that you would like to add to the
challenge. Consider giving students information about…

• How much water is available for irrigation of their crops

• How much fertilizer or type of fertilizer they are allowed to use

• Types of planting medium or other construction materials they
are allowed to use

• Total cost for their system

• Total time for assembling their system
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Guiding Questions
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10 minutes

Guide students to identify the 
criteria and constraints of the 
challenge

8. Introduce the terms “criteria” and “constraint” from the first step in
the process.

• Criteria are things the design needs to do in order to be
successful

• Constraints are limitations on the design

9. With a partner, have students define the criteria and constraints
for the design. In their science journal or on the student worksheet,
write a one-page document that outlines the criteria and
constraints.

• Criteria:
□ Must grow a “productive” crop/plant

□ Must use limited resources and work within the resources
limitations set forth previously

□ Must wisely maintain environmental quality in the system

• Constraints:
□ Inputs that can be added to the system (how many seeds, what

type of seeds, fertilizer, water, etc.)

□ Amount of time allowed to grow the plant

□ Materials that can be used to build the growing system

10. As part of the summative assessment, these one-page student
documents can be collected.
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10 minutes

Break down the problem into 
more manageable parts

11. Guide students in breaking down the challenge into smaller, more
manageable parts.

• Brainstorm a list of actions the students will need to complete
during the challenge: build a growing system, grow plants, harvest
seeds, limit resource use, etc.

• Pose the question, “What do you need to know to be successful?”

• Record student-generated questions on large chart paper, in their
science notebooks, or on the student worksheet. As students begin
engineering their design, they may have additional questions which
can be added to this list of questions.

• If students need guidance getting started, consider brainstorming a
list of topics that they will need to know more about.

How do I grow productive plants?

(1) What types of soil do my plants
need?

(2) How much and how often
should I water my plants?

(3) Do my plants need sun or
shade? How much?

(4) How much space do plants
need to grow?

What does a successful growing 
system need to include?

(1) What materials can I use?

(2) Can I include living animals in
my system?

(3) Can I provide my plants with
additional light?

What limited resources will I need 
to use and how are they lost from 
the system?

(1) How much water am I allowed
to use?

(2) How can I limit how much
water is used?

(3) Where is water lost from my
system? Can I prevent it from
being lost?

How could growing my plants hurt 
the environment in the system?

(1) How does using fertilizer affect
water quality in my system?

(2) How does growing crops affect
soil health? Can I replace nutrients
that are used by the plants in my
system?
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10 minutes

Create a plan that uses student-
generated questions to guide 
future research

12. Directly answer questions about the criteria or constraints of the
challenge. Example questions include:

• What materials can I use to build my system?

• Can I put an animal in the system (earthworm, snail, frog, etc.)?

• Can I provide my plant with additional light (such as a grow
light)?

13. In the next several lessons, students will research and gather
information to answer their questions around these major topics:

• Researching plant needs

• Researching elements of successful growing systems

• Researching ways to limit use of resources

• Researching ways to protecting water and soil quality

NOTES
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